
During this time of extensive restrictions caused by the 
coronavirus situation . . . 
-- . . . we may ask many questions. 

TR: But one of the most important ones that we should ask, we 
may assume an answer to . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- I’m not talking about your family or roommates.

TR: I’m talking about Jesus.  We may assume that He is with us in 
this situation, but in reality, we may only have . . .
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. . . “another Jesus” with us.
-- We just finished our study through parts of 2 Corinthians. 

TR: In chapter 11 Paul was warning them about what the false 
apostles were teaching when he said . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- Our default assumption is that Jesus is with us.  Is He?

TR: Do you think the real Jesus would ever say anything like this 
to those who professed faith?  
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READ SLIDE 
-- There is nothing more important than making sure we are with 
the real Jesus.
-- The real Jesus, Who confronts our enslavement to sin, our 
ensnarement in lies, our entrapment in the fear of death, our 
joyless religious expectations . . .

TR: . . . confronted believers in the first century even as He wants 
to confront us today.
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In John 8 we read . . . READ SLIDE 
-- There seems to be a difference between simple “belief” and 
truly being Jesus’ disciples.
-- Jesus states that if we are truly His disciples, we will know the 
truth and it will set us free. 

TR: The truth we need to know is about Who, He is since we are 
to abide in His word.
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But these Jewish “believers” respond . . . READ SLIDE 
-- They knew they were under the rule of Rome.
-- They knew that Jews had been under lots of different thumbs 
of oppression over the centuries.
-- BUT, they imagined that they were inwardly free.

TR: In verse 34, Jesus explains what kind of freedom He is talking 
about . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- Jesus is “the son who remains forever”
-- Jesus is the One who sets us free from the enslavement to sin.
-- The idea of “practicing sin” is also written about by John in 1 
John 3.  
-- This is the habitual, uncontested giving of ourselves over to sin.

TR: In trying to outline this section of John’s Gospel, I would write 
something like this . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- the orangish italic font tries to capture the pushback from the 
Jewish “believers”

TR: These folks, who thought they were now “with Jesus,” had 
said they were offspring of Abraham.  Jesus refers to that when 
He says . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- Abraham’s story is found in Genesis 12-25.  This patriarch of the 
Hebrew people is also the father of all believers.
-- Jesus addresses the underlying hostility that these “church 
goers” have against the real Him.
-- He claims that they do what they have heard from their father, 
even as He does from His.

TR: The Jewish “believers’” confusion continues as they retort . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: Jesus says that they really don’t have Abraham as their 
spiritual father, which is obvious by the way they live . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- Jesus came from God to tell the truth that would set them free.
-- Abraham believed God . . . and the children of Abraham would 
do the same thing.
-- And then Jesus again refers to the folks’ real father.

TR: Before we move on, let’s capture in our outline . . . 
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. . . what Jesus taught . . . and what these “believers” contended.
-- Twice Jesus has mentioned their real father . . . they do what 
they have heard from him. 

TR: Things become even more adversarial as these Jewish 
“believers” now take the offensive.
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READ SLIDE 
-- Moving beyond have Abraham as their father, they now assert 
that God is their true Father.
-- But they also dig at Jesus by suggesting that he is an 
illegitimate child, conceived out of wedlock . . .
-- . . . a product of sexual immorality between Mary and Joseph.

TR: In my outline I wrote . . .
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. . . in a way that captured their distain for the real Jesus.
-- Remember, these were “believers.”

TR: Jesus responds in verse 42 . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- Jesus claims to have come from God, sent by God.
-- They cannot understand because they cannot bear to even 
hear His word . . .
-- . . . let alone abide in His word and be His true disciples.

TR: They may say God is their Father, but Jesus said . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- As presented in Genesis 3, the first book of the Bible, the devil 
lied about what God said.
-- The devil was a murderer because he led Adam and Eve to 
disobey God and eat of the tree of good and evil . . .
-- . . . with the result of immediate spiritual death and impending 
physical death.

TR: Because Jesus tells them the uncomfortable truth, they do 
not believe.  He goes on . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- Jesus claims to be sinless . . . a claim none of us in our right 
minds would ever make.
-- He then says if we are of God we will hear the words of God 
that He is teaching . . . the truth about Who He is and what He 
has come to do.

TR: There’s a lot there, but in the outline let’s just write . . .
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. . . in response to the Jewish “believers’” accusation . . . READ 
SLIDE 

TR: Their accusations get nastier . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- [Samaritan]
-- They are accusing Jesus of being controlled by one of Satan’s 
lackeys.

TR: Jesus responds . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- Jesus honors His Father.
-- His Father, the judge, seeks His Son’s glory.
-- Jesus then gives another incredible promise, this time about 
never seeing death.

TR: Our outline continues to get filled out . . .
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The Jewish “believers” accuse Him . . . READ SLIDE 
-- and Jesus responds . . . READ SLIDE 

TR: The Jews then react, and I imagine they throw up their hands 
in disgust . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- John, who records this account in his Gospel, is pushing us to 
the most important question . . .
-- . . . “Who is the real Jesus?”

TR: In our outline . . .
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. . . they ask, but not really seeking an answer or the truth . . . 
READ SLIDE 

TR: The account starts to draw to a close when Jesus answered . . 
.
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READ SLIDE 
-- Jesus doesn’t glorify Himself.
-- But He knows God and keeps God’s word.

TR: And then bringing the now “heated” Jewish “believers’” 
words back to where they began, Jesus says . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- Abraham was promised that in his seed all the nations of the 
earth would be blessed, in Genesis 12.
-- After a long time of waiting, Abraham finally had a son, whom 
he named Isaac.
-- The name means “laughter.”  Abraham laughed with the joy of 
faith, knowing that God’s promises to him and to the nations 
would be fulfilled.

TR: So Jesus responded . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: The final accusation of the Jews and Jesus response is found 
in verses 57-58
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READ SLIDE 

TR: The accusation . . .
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. . . READ SLIDE 
-- Jesus’ response was to make an unmistakable claim to being 
God.
-- Whether the I AM looks back to Exodus 3’s self-description of 
Yahweh or to the references in Isaiah . . .
-- . . . there is no doubt that Jesus is saying not only that He came 
from the Father, sent by Him . . .
-- . . . but that Jesus Himself is God.

TR: If you think we are reading into that, look at how the original 
hearers responded . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: What a transition . . . from being labeled as “believers” to 
having . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: That brings me back to where we started.
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Most who are watching or listening to this message would call 
themselves “believers.”
-- But one of John’s themes is fickle faith.
-- Paul in 2 Corinthians warned us against following “another 
Jesus.”

TR: Are we sure Jesus isn’t saying to us today . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- That seems so harsh, doesn’t it?
-- But we dare not soften the truth and find ourselves 
quarantined with another Jesus, not the real One.

TR: If we are to receive this word from God today, we must begin 
by looking at ourselves . . . which the Jewish, so-called 
“believers” did not want to do.
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Are we willing to admit who we really are?

TR: Are we willing to admit our desperation?
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READ SLIDE 

TR: Remember back to Jesus’ promise . . .
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READ SLIDE (Highlighted only)

TR: “Another Jesus” may make us more comfortable, but only the 
real Jesus can free us.
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Our prayer needs to be . . . READ SLIDE 
-- We may protest loudly that we are free . . . that we can change 
anytime we want to . . . but a true disciple knows that is not true.
-- EX: Addict’s enslavement is obvious to all, except often 
themselves.

TR: Are we willing to admit our desperation . . .
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. . . that we need to be . . . READ SLIDE 

TR: Why could these so-called believers not believe or even hear 
Him . . .
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. . . because they had been ensnared by the father of lies.
-- Lies had so filled their minds that they couldn’t handle the 
truth.
-- They couldn’t hear because they were not of God.

-- TR: Wait, which comes first . . . God’s initiative or our belief?  
Clearly it is God’s initiative.  So we should pray . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- EX: Pathways Bible Study . . . begins with prayer!  Is saturated 
with prayer!

-- Will we admit we are desperate for freedom from enslavement 
to sin . . . and for truth instead of the ensnarement of lies?  

TR: Will we admit that we are desperately . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: Abraham . . .
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. . . rejoiced.  He named his son, “Laughter.”  He saw with the eyes 
of faith and was glad.
-- He saw MY DAY, Jesus said.  They day of the coming of the 
Messiah, the real Jesus!
-- So many imagine that Jesus just happened on the scene, rather 
than being the fulfillment of the promises and predictions of 
many years. 

TR: As those who live between the first and second comings of 
Jesus, it makes sense to pray . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: I’m praying that we all may feel a bit more desperate during 
this time of quarantine . . . desperate for the real Jesus.
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Our hope and assurance come from Who HE IS.

TR: Our study today inspires us to be transformed by the 
renewing of our minds, remembering that Jesus is the . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: Only Jesus sets us really free.
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READ SLIDE (Highlight only)
--

TR: He is the One we pray to . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: Our hope is that Jesus is the I AM . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: What a promise in verse 51 . . .
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READ SLIDE 
-- The real Jesus is the answer for our enslavement to sin, our 
ensnarement to lies, and our fear of death.

TR: We pray . . . 
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READ SLIDE 
-- We dare not let our focus become only life as we know it now.
-- Nor should we fear death as we see it now.
-- As true disciples who keep Jesus’ word, we will never see 
death.  Others may see our bodies die, but we will be instantly 
absent from the body and present with the Lord.
-- Through our faith in the truth of Who Jesus is, we do not have 
to be afraid of the second death . . . a consequence of the 
judgment of our sins.

TR: Later in John’s Gospel we read . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: Yes, we must have a certain desperation about us, but the 
true Jesus, if He is with us, will grant us joy and even laughter in 
believing.  He is . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: Abraham looked forward in faith . . .
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. . . and rejoiced.  
-- True believers today look back . . . and forward.

TR: Jesus is the One the OT saints were looking forward to.  Not 
the “other Jesus” of our own definition of [Messiah}
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Have you ever prayed in faith . . . READ SLIDE 

-- I so want us all to have freedom from enslavement to sin, truth 
instead of ensnarement to lies, trust instead of the fear of death, 
and the joy of faith instead traditions of mere religiosity. 
-- That’s why I want to make sure who’s in quarantine with you?
-- Is it the true Jesus?

TR: Paul, in the same letter in which he warns of following 
“another Jesus,” says . . .
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READ SLIDE 

TR: 
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